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Abstract 
Information Technology (IT) has a very significant influence in expanding 
organization's capabilities, particularly to meet the challenges from the borderless 
environment and global marketing capability. The IT needs in an organization therefore 
need to be identified that would have an edge and bigger influence in the creation of 
new culture of working, identify and creation of new business model. 
This Avi llion Village Resort Online System will be developed to provide an 
easy and convenience way for all users to gather information and doing online 
reservation. This system wi ll allow users to access information just by clicking the 
mouse to have the best view, complete in formation and online reservation of the hotel 
just from this website. Furthermore, this system will reduce time and provides the 
convenience of a paperless environment. 
This Avi llion Village Resort Online System is a stand-alone system nnd' ill be 
developed with the objectives of providing information for all the services of the resort 
and a complete form for user to do online reservation. Then, user will receive the 
confirmation letter, as their guarantee booking. This guarantee booking requires user 
credit card number or payment by cash as the deposit. 
There arc two sections in this system where as user section and administrator 
section. The user section will be provided to any user to search their infom1ation about 
the hotel and can have a lot of convenience way to receive news updates, exceptional 
offers and more and the udministrntor section is provided to user that registered as an 
udministrntor thnt wi ll be in charge to maintain the data ent ry and upload the news of 
the hotel. This system also provides information ubout the specialty of the hotel with the 
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best view images, travel agents services, FAQs and much more. It wi ll be developed on 
the Windows 2000 Professional platform nnd ut ilizes ~ ticmsotl Access as the database 
to store the information. This system also wi ll be used powerful tools for developing the 
web page contents, Dreamweaver 6.0 thnt offers more features than Microsoft 
Front Page. 
In order to build a very user-friendly web page, this system will be developed 
using scripting language technologies such as HTML, DHTML, and also JavaScript. 
Using Microsofl Access to provide efficient and secure database to keep information of 
the clients will develop the onlinc reservation and guarantee form. It is believed that the 
system will be created with proper environment to become the best website that attract 
more people to reserve the room and increase the productivity of the resort. 
Afler all the development and implementation phases, the system is nmning 
properly and can perform very well to the user afler being tested in the testing stages. 
The system also needs a few enhancements to improve the performance of the system . 
.. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.0 Introduction 
There are many existing hotels in the whole places all over Malaysia. The hotel 
industry in this country is very important as it contributes to the major income 
nowadays. 
This hotel industry will needed a larger publicity to expose and promote their hotel and 
services to increased the productivity. 
The usual promotion for the hotel industry is such as television advertisement, 
distribution of the hotel brochures to the public and from guest to guest manually. They 
need something more to attract more people to come to their hotel. 
The usage of In formation and Communication Technology (ICT} in the hotel 
industry will help to increase the sales. The hotel will be promoted online to the people 
that surfing the Internet anytime anywhere all over the world. People wi ll gain 
information of the hotel services and faci lities easier than the manual method. 
Unfortunately, most of the hotels in Malaysia arc still using space provided by 
local portal leisure website provider rather than having their own website. This must be 
due to the lack of knowledge of IT in the hotel industry. 
This web-based system is developing to support the Infom1ation Technology 
and create a convenience environment way to dealing between the user and hotel 
industry. 
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General objectives of the development for the web-based system in the hotel industry: 
1. To introduce the hotel in the World Wide Web. 
2. To develop online reservation system for the hotel. 
3. To create the paperless environment. 
4. To reach a global market customer. 
5. To create comfortable environment 
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1.1 Project Overview 
Avillion Village Resort Online System basicnlly is bdng set up as a business-to-
business (8 28 ) web facility for resort to purchase services and other businesses in the 
hotel industry. The resort will has a clumce to 1:nhnnccd operating e ffic iency, increased 
brand awareness, better industry and market infomllltion for management and decision-
making, and a platform and channel for promotions for their resort. However, the most 
significant benefit of the Avillion Village Resort Online System lies in cost-savings. 
Resort can reduce the cost on promotions j ust by having the interesting information of 
their services online. 
To realization it, this project will be developed a dynamic, interactive, attractive 
and user-fri endly web-based system that wi ll let people know the services provide by 
the hotel and the easy way for them to do online reservation to those resort services. 
This will be including the reservation for bedroom, and ballroom along with their 
facilities. 
The system also gives a lot o f essences in formation about specia lty of the hotel 
along with the interesting images. It is also provided every single kind of the room 
categories and their special rates, map of the hotel, travel agent services. airport 
transfer, and lots more. 
The Avillion Village Resort Online System also includes infomrntion of nil the 
services provide by the hotel such as laundry service, restaurants and others. Besides, 
the user will be prov ided with thee-postcard of the Avillion interesting images as one 
way to attract the user attention. 
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1.2 Objectives of the Project 
The objectives of this thesis project arc to b11i lct nn nttrncti\'c system that cfm: 
(i) Introduce to the users nhout the A\'illion \'illage Resort and its specialty 
compnre to other existing resort 
There is a lot of infomrntion about the resort and its great features along with 
the best quality images will be provided to attract users to do online 
reservation. 
(ii) Online reservation for the services 
Help users to easy booking and receive the confirmation letter by using 
credit card number as deposit for accommodations reservation without going 
anywhere. This is very convenience for the users who work during office 
hour because online reservation can be done 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. 
(iii) Online information of all services provide hy the resort 
Display all the services provide by the resort such as all room categories 
along with thei r rates and facilities, hotel faci lities such as lnundry and dry 
cleaning service, leisure and sport facilities. Besides, this wi ll allow the users 
to know more or explore the services in detail by j ust surfing. This ' ill gi\'C 
the users more time to think before making any decision. 
(iv) Provide latest promotion of the hotel 
Latest infonnation will be uploaded into the website from time to time for 
the users to know any special events will be held such as I Ii -Tea pecial or 
eufood I leaven Time und any spccial offer rates for accommodations. 
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(v) Provide FAQs 
This site will provide by the Frequently Asked Questions for the users to 
settle any confusion. This FAQs wi II hnvc all the answer for all the problems 
and confusion of the resort frequently face by the users. The interesting map 
of the map for rooms, restaurants, gymnasium, etc. coordination will be 
include to make the users more clear and interested. 
(vi) Provide an attractive e-postcard service 
This website also provide users to send an interesting images (e-postcard) of 
the resort and the scenery. Thjs is one way to attract other customer that will 
receive the postcard from their friends. 
The message in this website is competing for attention in a crowded market. 
Everyday, Internet users are bombarded with information. In this environment , design 
plays a crucial role in detennining whether our message is received. Design is used 
compete effectively for attention. 
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1.3 Scope of project 
The Avillion Village Resort Online System urc inspecting users from all 
categories to visit this website. This is bccm1sc the resort o ffers ,the affordable rates for 
a ll the rooms categories. The E-hotcl web-based design proposed in this thesis project 
will have the following criteria: 
1. Simplicity - infom1ation wi ll be presented in a short, direct and 
understandable fom1at for users to get the message at first sight. 
11. Professional - tex t, graphics, images are properly arranged to illustrate 
professional, sophisticated and exclusive looks of the resort. 
111. Attractive - the design wi ll be attractive to grab attention and make an 
appropriate initial for the users to navigate through at the first time v isit. 
1v. Efficient - consideration the loading time o f a website, which will be 
installed at a server, to be able to reduce the time taken for the ' ebsite to 
be loaded. 
v. User friendly - the des ign of the website will be user friendly. Users 
wi ll find it easy to navigate th roughout the website. 
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1.4 Project Schedule 
Project schedule is a schedule of the whole activities of the proj ect development. 
It is planned out with carefully to make sure a systcmotic progress and on-time delivery 
of the product achieved. Proj ect schedule is very important in order to have a guide or 
time management to a developer. Besides, developer also can know whether in route of 
the direction of the project or not. The Table 1.0 below shows the schedule of the 
activities has been undertaken in finishing this thesis project. 
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Table 1.0: Avillion Village Resort Online System project schedule 
ID TASKS MARCH APRIL MEI JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OKT 
1 Resource searching and reading 
2 Discussion and gathering information 
--3 Literature review 
I 
4 Requirement analysis 
5 System analysis 
6 Proposal writing and finalization 
7 System design, database setup ~ 
8 Module implementation 
9 System integration & testing f-'I 
10 Report writing I ...,...,.., I 
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t.4 Chapter Organization 
The purpose of this report is to document nil the essential inforn1ation gathered 
and used to develop this system. This report is mainly di\'ided into five chapters. A brief 
synopsis of each chapter is as fo llow: 
I . Chapter I Introduction Serves as an introduction to the entire project 
that been developed. It overviews the project's objectives, scope, 
overview of the system and project schedule. 
2. Chapter 2 Literature Review Talks about the current existing system 
that reviews on the feature, capabilities, system architectures and so on 
that wi ll be applied to this system. 
3. Chapter 3 Methodology Discusses about the aspect o f system model 
that been used and the techniques in solving the problem faced during 
the project development. 
4. Chapter 4 System Analysis Fairly discusses the requirements, tools. 
and technologies consideration as well as how data now within the 
system. 
5. Chapter S System Design Documents the system design such as data 
dictionary and system interfaces. This chapter wi ll show how design a 
web site based on step-by-step basis. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.0 Purpose 
A literature review or a proj<.:ct is importlmt as it places the project in the context 
o f others, which might have similar characteristics: 
(i) It offers the developer of using the best way to access and analysis 
information regarding their research topic. 
(i i) There is no use of reinventing the wheel that has already been invented. The 
developer can rather focus on learning the existing system and modify or 
enhance it into a more powerful feature for project. 
(iii) Another important purpose of a literature review is to sufficiently equip the 
developer with some knowledge of the strengths and limitations of several 
development too ls. This can help the developer to choose the right tool to 
develop the system. 
(iv) It also helps the developer to recognize the relevant infonnation and 
synthesize and evaluate it according to the guiding concept. 
(v) It helps users to develop their infom1ation seeking and critical appraisal skill. 
10 
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2. 1 Techniques 
Information is essential to do a good research nnd analysis. For this project, 
several techniques have been taken to seek information. These techniques arc as fo llow: 
(i) Ref er to reference books 
A lot of references can be found from library. References book on hotels in 
Malaysia and web-based system also can be found from library. 
(ii) Search information from the Internet 
Internet is the main source of information. Relevant information on web 
application, client-server and web programming tools are analyzed. From 
Internet, there is a lot o f comparison can be done of the existing web site. 
(iii) Do analysis on the pass year thesis 
Past year thesis documentation has been studied in order to identify w1y 
potential mistakes and gain some skills or sofiware development. 
(iv) Ref er to magazines and articles 
Reference on the latest magazines such as PC World is one of the techniques 
to gain the latest techno logy for this proj ect. 
(v) Have discussions with friends and lecturers 
Usefu l adv ises have been given for each section meeting conduct with my 
supervisor and other lecturers. It is n useful for error correctness nnd net as 
reminder when carried out the system development process. 
I 1 
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(vi) Conducting interview and survey 
Interview and survey have been rondu ·t " itb :tdmiHi§trators and users to 
find out the info1111ation that the~ " :mi HH-)St ftl)I\\ the " d -bused system for 
the resort. 
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2.2 Definition of Avi llion Village Resort Online System 
Avillion Village Resort Online System is nn attmctive imd interesting website 
that contains a lot of information about the whole a~p~ct of the Av;Ilion Village Resort. 
It will help users to find an interesting place for their holiday by providing users with 
the complete information of the hotel. This \ ebsite also contains a beautiful scenery of 
the resort to attract people. 
Avillion Vi llage Resort Online System is a computerized system to support day-
to-day data entry for reservation services of the resort besides attracting users for 
vacation. The goal for Avillion Village Resort Online System is to catch users attraction 
of the resort, to provide complete on line reservation form and confirmation letter for the 
users, to provide efficient data storage, easily accessible to the booking from the 
Internet and hence provide paperless environment for the users. 
The information in this website will be updated and the latest news about the 
Avillion special offer and rooms rates will be uploaded from time to time. 
Administrator is the person who has full access to manage all data in the dntnbnsc. The 
confirmation letter will be given to the customer, which will require customer credit 
card number or cash payment as their deposit and guarantee booking. 
As the conclusion, Avillion Village Resort Online System is a visual attractive 
place where all the users around the world can find their dream vacation and complete 
package for holiday only by surfing this website. 
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2.3 Current Online E-hotel Web-Based Systen1 
There is a lot of hotel web-based system inside the Internet today. Most of them 
have their own uniqueness and strong points in order for them to survive in the web. In 
order to bui ld a website which have a Jot o f flows of user, it is needs to bui ld a more 
unique website with more great features and using all the good combination of value 
inside the existing website nowadays. 
Comparison is a very important in looking for the good and bad value in a 
website. There are a lot o f things that we can compare with the existing website such as 
the graphics, the background color, images, website structure, fonts and many other 
things else. 
After the compari son, then we can start to combine all the good values or n 
popular column in a website to be used in our own website. This wi ll produce an 
interesting and attracti ve website compare to others. 
14 
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2.4 The existing E-hotel Website 
2.4.1 A villion Resort website 
Resort Tours I ) u,., ....... ,..,.,.. 1it• F• 11 
·~ 
--
.. ,,. ...... .. 
.. .... , ..... . 
• •w"Mh •• 
Avi llion Resort website is an official website for the Avillion Resort. It provides 
infom1ation about the resort such as the facilities, location and images of the scenery at 
the resort . The website's lay out and design are quite boring with du ll color selection as 
their main background. For a leisure type website, it is lack of infonnation about the 
resort it self especially images of the surrounding around the resort. 
The text on the website as shown here arc also not cry clear 
L l 0 
hence making it hard to be defi ne as especially for tC\ ers 
with eye-sighted problem. 
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2.4.2' Berjaya Redang Beach Resort website 
p 
r I 
.... 
Ul•tjnyn Rl'dnn~ Bt•nch Rt•s o rt 
ft•CIMQ i.1"'41 .,_~,. 
c .......... "'-411 .._~.""""" 
t.C•'l&lt\ ~ ...... .. '!rtt ..... l )\ "~ 
,~ .... "'• ""'..-.~"" 
r,., .. , ... ;lMfllOllll•""' • '-' " ••• ,°' .. ,..,,. ......... ,""' ••• ........,. .. ,,, . ... :J•, 
t~J!F'f ~rv~nh.lvl•,,..• • IQO.,.~ c .... ,.~ .. "'" .. "1'~ ,. .,.........._ ., 
M• t..,.J J,. . , .... , •t tili"il l'Yliillt ""~•t..,-i.»• A''..MJ4•'1~n)f'CC" .,,, .. 
.. H..nrt&Cfn'fot~•t •~1~_,,,..,.,.. ... ~ ..... :J • t•Ctf*~~r.)Oll!!! ~W..,l&J1>.;t 
1,,.1~ 1 """"'11 f~UIM!ftt. 
r, •• .,_.,.,...,-....,.,.,_ ._.._., • Cl"lt U'•-0* -.,,,.,,,.._. • .. "....,.N)l'li!NC..Ct.ttC.....CWH J..~ .... ..-nt!tY~ lnd .,,,MC•.J 
.. .,,,,,..n;ft• •MCl'l~t•~rJI•"'": ff · ~~.,,..t#D .. .. 'PICMI 
Berjaya Redang Beach Resort website contains only a few infom1ation about the 
resort . This infonnation is compiled without structuring the navigation to make it easy 
for viewers to browse through. The images selection and the composition cant rea lly 
attract viewers to come and visit the resort. Background color selection arc nlso not 
attractive and doesn' t suit the website as a leisure type website. 
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2.4.3' Heritage Hotel website 
Heritage Hotel Cameron Highlands 
Jw o.",. T uw. Rel~ lClOOO C \lliflOll H~ 
P~C Oonil M ...... 111. M&loysM 
T•I <>OS 49131U Fu (>()) ~I .lOtl6 
E 1-1 •"'0"""49 ma u 
WHI flt• wyy knt• m a m 
Plr,.. vw11 Hem. H!!!rl laj 
11a .. 1 t u Uld#o: ~llo!o!ll 170 l'allly ott011\mOd.o:NI JOO• -C'Olllp)tt. 
wi1h •h'•~' ~, tKVtty urd lock f)'tl• ltl. • ...w bu. 
I D D t•lophoM, rtrMt• cohtr:i!ledcolour tt~(Wllh 11> i.o-.cm~of 
)IOQ fM)nt• lfoOW'f), C'OtlN & I~~ (~ltt, 
l~Jth cl1tb (t.•llJlO &:ti~. IOOln .. !Vn. 1hoppq ~. bll!llU-
C• IJl9, M•udry Ii. di)' t ht..iic . trwwl detk udA!t dopor.t 
ho- •I I)" f\o111 .... Ii, 
O.:.confuun fritft Jlfm:I you ton tl• co•.!°•""""· ~ 
01 \.111hloy C'tloO"t.,• Of)IO'll t lioc•, wuhe~ for q> to (J:I) pcoplr Wbalr, 
oqi 1mJlo1 bt:t "" i.. ... a fC!1llfptd ....,.,,.. ioo,,,. an pnft<1 for ~' 
l\wio ... (0 1 );) IO t l) pcoplr 
11a .. 1 ltrotnnab & I an; ~!orn1 CoQ" .. "°-· J•m:tl!P 0...S.a 
Cl.it- R..flt!llW. V11J .. Lo~ &. 
( ' lit<li o . 11i..: 1200 llOOa 
l.Ocllon IQp · 
___ ... .. 
-- ... .. 
·~:.... .  
rot o~11 M~o . 
Cll<ktleM•ll 
Dueon 
The website for Heritage Hotel contains full information about the hotel such as 
room rate, facilities and images of the surroundings. With organized composition of the 
navigation button, it has complete information from how to get there to the dctnils of the 
faci li ties. Color selection for the website are also systemat ic as it uses few main color 
for the overall website. The loading time for the website is also short due to the usage of 
structural content composition and minimal usage of images. 
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2.4.4' Hotel Del Coronado website 
>l ..... ,. • . \ 
l ' .'• '" . 
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Del Coronado Hotel is located in the United States. The webs ite of the hotel 
contains in formation about the hotel and also information for travelers. There nrc photo 
tour section where user can have a tour through the website and view images of the 
hotel, fac ilities and environment. The composition of the write up and the images are 
also systematic. But font type for the navigation button is not suitable as it is not clear 
for the viewers. Selection of images for th is website can attract iewers as it displays 
conceptual images rather than images of the hotel itself. 
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2.4.5 Shangri-La Hotel website 
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Shangri-La I lotel website is the official website for Shangri-La I lotel Malaysia. 
It contains information about the hotel such as the room rates, facili ties and also the 
investor's information. As an international standard hotel, it provides faci lit ies such as 
meeting space, ballroom for functions and recreation. All this facilities infom1ation can 
be obtain from the website. The website also have a virtual tour section ' here vie' ers 
can take a journey in the vi rtual world composed as if they're really at the hotel. 
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2.5 Questionnaires Analysis 
For this project I had conducted a survey using 'Questionnaires Method ' to 20 
working people to get an input of analysis nhout the tourism indus try using online 
techno logy. The result o f the survey arc sho\ n below: 
I . Do you know about E-Hotel? 
Result: 
Analysis: 
Yes - 14 
No 6 
The result shows that many people are aware about the technology but there are 
still groups that don ' t know about the service. This concludes that even all of 
them are regular Internet user, the fac ilities such as on line transactions doesn't 
attract them. This maybe cause of lack o f publicity about the services either on 
the net, newspaper, magazines or other media. 
2. Have you ever used the E-Hotel service? 
Result: 
Analysis: 
Ycs - 3 
No 17 
Most o f the survey participants haven' t used the E-Hotel service as they' re still 
relying on the old method of checking-in a hotel. Publicity as in advertising and 
promotions about the services or the hotel itself is very necessary to create 
awareness ubout it und to case user that the services arc safe and comfortable. 
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3. Do you think you need E-Hotel services for your vacation plan? 
Result: 
Analysis: 
Yes - 15 
No 5 
The result shown that people arc a\! arc about the comfort ness the service can 
offer and would like to try to use the service. It's a matter of how to tell the 
public about the existence of the service. Yet there are still many hotels or resort 
that doesn' t offer this service. 
4. What kind of infonnation you need most in an E-Hotel website? 
Result: 
Analysis: 
Room Rate - 12 
Hotel Facilities - 4 
Promotions - 2 
rood 2 
Most of the participants arc curious about the room rate. They would like to 
know either its on their budget or not. Other infonnation about the faci lities, 
promotions and the food arc less needed infonnation than the rate. This 
concludes that infonnation about the price of room of hotel is important to 
visitors to do budgeting. 
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5. If there's a promotion going on for using the onlinc booking serYices through an 
E- Hotel services, would you join? 
Result : 
Analysis: 
Yes 20 
No 0 
All the participants agreed to took part in the E-Hotel services if there' s reward 
waiting. It can be good way of promoting the services and can increase the sales 
in the hotel industry. This concludes that the E-Hotel services can help on 
increasing the sales of the hotel industry by using the right way. 
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2.6 Books and Magazines Analysis 
To support this project, I do read some books n.nd mngn.zine o f the progress and 
development of the hotel industry. There is n lot ofinfomrntion of the hotel industry in 
hard copy method. The specialty o f the hotel and the facilities to attract the reader 
attention is one o f the good ways to implement in this project. 
Then, I also do some research o f the sofhvare that I'll be using in my project. 
There also a lot of PC magazine that really informative enough to help to discover the 
usage and benefits of the so fl ware. 
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2.7 Web-Based Computing Analysis 
2.7 .1 Internet 
The Internet is a gigantic collection o f mill ions of computers that are all linked 
together on a computer network. The network allows all of the computers to 
communicate with each other. A home computer is usually linked to the Internet using a 
normal phone line and a modem that talks to an ISP (Internet Service Provider). A 
computer in a company or institution has an NlC (Network Interface Card) that directly 
connects it to a LAN (Local Area Network) inside the company. The entire company 
then connects its LAN to an ISP using a high-speed phone line like a Tl Line. 
ISP connects to larger ISPs and the largest ISPs maintain fiber optic backbones 
for a nation or a region. Backbones around the world are connected through fiber optic 
lines undersea cables or satell ite links refer to the Figure 2.0 below). In this way, every 
computer on the Internet is connected to every other. 
Figure 2.0: Internet connections 
Backbone 
ISP ISP 
l lomc users connecting to 
un ISP through phone lines 
ISP 
Large business connecting to an 
ISP with a T I Linc 
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2.7.2 E-commerce 
Electronic commerce or best known as e-commerce is ref erred to all the 
business that has been done via Internet. All the trnnsnction such as online view the 
resort services details, on line select the packages of vnention offered, on line reservation, 
online guarantee reservat ion, and online confim1ation letter are part of e-commerce 
services. 
Besides of the manual method of reservation and involved a lot usages of papers 
or by make a phone call for doing any reservation all these years, e-commerce provides 
the services through the network which is more efficient and economic. Business via the 
Internet make the user has more time to shop anytime anywhere. 
2.7.3 Advantages of e-commerce 
Developments of e-commerce applications also contribute to many benefits that 
will innuence our daily life. One of e-commerce applications advantages arc it , ill 
reduce the usage of cost and time to deal in business. With the existence of e-
commerce, we don' t have to call or go to the resort only to do resort reservation for our 
planning vacation. All we have to do is just surfing the Internet and searching the 
material that we required. Plus more, we can surf any resorts that available online and 
make a comparison between them before making any further decision. 
E-commerce also wi ll create unlimited business transaction that wi ll contribute 
to the businessman profits. The resort advertisement will be easily view by the entire 
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visual world viewer. It also one of the many business methods that offer the 24 hours 
non-stop services and can be access anytime anywhere. 
Then, e-commerce also o ffered the better customer services according to their 
availability to serve their clients with their own private customer services. If e-
commerce business and services can be build up successfully, it will increased the local 
business transaction and income because of their openness to the international foreign 
business deal. 
2.7.4 World Wide Web 
The World Wide Web is a global, seamless environment m which all 
infomrntion (text, images, audio, video, computational services) that is accessible from 
the Internet can be accessed in a consistent and simple way by using a standard set of 
naming and access conventions. Already we can sec some of the unique aspects o f the 
W cb that make it so popular: 
I . It is easy to use 
2. It is easy to move from place to place 
3. lt combines words, graphics .... even sound and movies - any data type! 
4. There are many tools (like this browser) that make the Web easy to use 
5. It is easy to publish infom1ation 
6. And there are millions of people using it now - and more every day! 
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Tim Berners-Lee and others initially conceived the Web at CERN. The scientists 
at CERN needed access to a wide variety o f infonrn1tion on mnny different, distributed, 
computers. Berners-Lee had this idea o f uni crsnl readership, which is that any client 
should be able to read any infomrntion. Bemers-Lcc developed the basis ideas, which 
others have since added to. 
Then those involved agreed to work by a common set o f principles: 
• There would be no central control. The Web works because people work within 
the agreed-to guidelines. As part of this the Web ethic is that anyone can 
publish, and anyone (who is authorized) can read information. 
• All Web servers would use the same protocols/mechanisms .. .. 
o http, a fast, stateless, extensible transport mechanism would be used to 
communicate within the Web 
o httpd, or http daemons, would be the base Web server - receiving 
messages and providing data as requested 
o URLs (Universal Resource Locator) would be used for network-wide 
addressing 
o All Web browsers would use the same basic language - HypcrText 
Markup Language (HTML) 
• And built into the mechanisms is support fo r fom1at negotiation. Web clients tell 
servers what fonnats they can handle, and Web viewers allow basic browsers to 
use different fonnats. 
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2.7.5 The Importance Of Web 
There has been a lot of talk about the Web and how it is importance. It can effect 
on business for these four reasons: 
I. The ability to easily deliver information in any for mat, to/from a wide range of 
computing platforms. 
On the Web user can access information from many diverse sources - the 
competitors, customers, technology providers, international universities, financial 
institutions, and many other places. This information is on many different 
computing platforms. The mechanisms of the Web insulate us from needing to 
know or deal with this - it takes care of getting, moving and presenting the 
information we need. 
In addition to information from external companies, many companies arc also using 
the Web as a mechanism to share information within the enterprise. Several large 
companies have hundreds of internal servers, and the number is growing rapidly. 
The Web has become a standard method of providing distributed inforn1ation to 
many different platforms. We are just beginning to appreciate the capabil ity this 
provides us. We expect to see more applications integrated into the Web in the 
future, taking advantage of the abil ity to access and share information across a wide 
area. 
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2. Its' potential as a client-server environment. 
Web browsers provide a tested client upon which more organizations are 
building (or converting) client-server applications. Testing time is greatly reduced, 
and the application will be avai lable on mnny plntfom1s with no extra effort. 
3. Simplified access to the Internet. 
The Internet provides access to mail, interactive conferences, network news, 
and is rich with information resources .... but the Internet can be difficult to use and 
understand. The World Wide Web makes it easier to use the Internet: 
• It provides a graphical interface (on many platforms). 
• It supports multimedia (sound, video, as well as graphics). 
• It uses the same tools as the Internet, but hides the ugly details. 
• It is based on standards/conventions, so sharing is much easier than 
before. 
• All this makes it easier to access information. 
• And makes it easier to provide information 
4. The wide and r apidly growing amount of information available. 
The volume of infonnation available is huge, and growing rapidly. Many of the 
world's major companies, universities and research organizations arc on the Web 
today, with many others joining daily. The Internet is growing at a phenomenal rate 
(no one knows exactly how big it is, but as of May 25, 1996 Internet Solutions 
estimated there were 59,628,024 people on the Internet, and an estimated 304, 177 
World Wide Web sites on the Internet.) 
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2.7.6 The Web And Internet 
The basis for the Web is the Internet. The Web is built on the lnternet, and 
makes use of many of the mechanisms the Internet prov ides. 
The Internet is the physical aspect - computers, networks. and services. It allows 
us to connect to thousands of other computers across the world. But it doesn't mean that 
those systems users' can look at, and understand, the information there. 
The Web is an abstraction and common set of services on top of the Internet. It 
is the set of protocols and tools that let us share information with each other. The Web 
was developed with the concept of "universal readership" any participating system 
should be able to read the information on any connected system using a common set of 
tools: 
• Browsers 
• Servers/gateways 
• Addressing schemes 
• Common protocols 
• Format negotiation 
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2.7.7 Uniform Resource Locator (URL) 
A URL is simply a "Web address" - the identifier for n specific place on the 
Web. URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator. A URL can be viewed as a 
networked extension of the standard fil ename concept: 
• Not only can you point to a file in a directory but also that file and that 
directory can exist on any machine on the network can be served by any 
of several different methods and might not even be something as simple 
as a file. 
• URLs can also point to queries, documents stored in databases, or the 
results of a system command. 
It is possible to represent nearly any file or service on the Internet with a URL. 
2.7.8 URL Syntax 
A scheme can include: 
• http: a file on a World Wide Web server 
• file: a file on your local system, or a file on an 
Anonymous FTP server 
• fip : a file on an FTP server 
• gopher: a ft le on a Gopher server 
• WAIS: a file on a WAIS server 
• News: an Usenet newsgroup 
• telnet: a connection to a Telnet-based service 
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2.8 Software and Technology Analysis 
2.8.1 Software Analysis 
i. Platform 
Windows 2000 Professional 
Most of the Microsoft Operating Systems such as Windows 95, Windows 98 
and 98SE,Windows ME and Windows NT 4.0, they have always crashed. It is always 
been a matter of switching the computer on and then waiting what would go wrong next 
but now Windows 2000 Professional appears to be a very stable operating system. It 
combines the best features o f Windows 98 with the reliability, security, and 
manageability of Windows NT version 4.0. 
Windows 2000 Professional is one of the Microsoft's latest operating systems. It 
based on the NT operating system but has been given a new lick of paint and thrown 
into the year 2000 to do battle. It balances the needs of a good operating system with the 
needs o f safety. It is a good operating system that will detect programs that arcn ' t 
working and close them before the whole of Wine.lows is compromised. 
It has many features, which help in setting up networks, tutorial and help files 
and software, whjch helps give different users access right and privilege levels on one 
or more computers. It is such a stable operating system and good for networking. 
Windows 2000 Professional also known as user-friendly operating system and 
come along with the Internet lnfom1ation Services Web server. The Internet 
lnfonnation Services Web server are required to run the Active Server Page for most of 
the web-based application pages. Then, this features wi ll contributes to build up the 
web-bused opplicution cusicr. 
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ii. Web server 
Microsoft Internet Information Sen1icrs (llS) 6.0 
Internet lnfonnation Services (lIS) is a powerful Web server which provides a 
highly reliable, manageable, scalable, and secure \Vcb application infrastructure. It 
enables organizations of all sizes to quickly and easily deploy Web sites and provides a 
high-perfonnance platfonn for applications built using Microsoft ASP.NET and the 
Microsoft.N ET Framework. 
Internet lnfonnation Services (US) 6.0 can increase the reliability of the Web 
infrastructure, increase the security of the infonnation systems, and deliver a platform 
for improved developer productivity. 
Bene fits of Internet lnfonnation Services (IlS) 6.0: 
• Increased Web server reliability and availability-Features a new, fault 
tolerant architecture that wi ll increases reliabi lity of Web server infrastructure. 
• Easier server management-Features many management tools designed to 
reduce the amount of time it takes to manage the Web server infrastructure. 
These features include a plain text XML configuration fi le that can be modified 
wi thout having to stop the server, and command-line scripting. 
• Faster application development-With llS, the .NET Framework, and 
ASP.NET offers developers fast, reliable hosting perfonnance. It also offers 
international support and support for the latest Web standards. 
• Increased security-HS 6.0 provides significantly improved security for Web 
servers. In addition, authentication and authori zation have been improved. It 
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tools. 
iii. Database 
A database is a collection of data that is organized so that its contents can easily be 
accessed, managed, and updated. The most prevalent type of database is the relational 
database, a tabular database in which data is defined so that it can be reorganized and 
accessed in a number of different ways. 
Databases contain aggregations of data records or file, such as sales transactions, 
product catalog and inventories, and customer profiles. Some of the examples of 
database are IBM 's 082, Oracle, Sybase, and Microsoft Access. 
Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access offers an easy-to-use database for managing and sharing data. 
Access 2000 brings not only the tradi tional broad range of easy management tools but 
also adds increased integration with the Web for easier sharing of data across a vnricly 
of platforms and user levels and additional ease-of - use enhancements to assist wilh 
personal productivity. 
Benefits of Microsoft Access 2000: 
• Making Information Easy to find and Use-Access 2000 continues to offer an 
easy-to-use tool for easi ly finding infonnation lhat provides consistency and 
integration with other applications in the Office suite. 
• Web-Enabled Information Sharing-Access 2000 allows to easily sharing 
in fonnalion via corporate intranct and abilily to easi ly host a database within the 
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browser. This combines the power of a desktop database with the power of the 
web. 
• Powerful Solutions Tools for Managing Infor mation-Power users and 
developers may now create solutions that combine to ease-of - use of Access 
Interface (client) with the scalabi lity and reliability of SQL Server. 
Below are the features of Microsoft Access 2000: 
Convert Database to Prior Access Version 
For the fi rst time, Access users can now down-rev save a database into a previous 
version o f Access, making it easier to share database files with users of different 
versions. 
Database Window 
The database window was changed to accommodate the new objects exposed in Access 
2000, to enhance usability and to be consistent with the new user interface metaphor 
used throughout Office 2000. 
Name AutoCorrect 
Automatically resolves the common side effects that occur when a user renames a 
database object. Example, when a user renames a field in a table, the change is 
automatically propagated to dependent objects such as Queries. 
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Subdatasheets 
Subdatasheets provide a picture-in-picture view to focus on nnd edit related data all in 
the same window. 
Conditional Formatting 
Provides support fo r negative and positive numbers, and values that can be expressed as 
Jess than, greater than, between, or equal to. Users will be able to format based on user-
defined funct ions. 
Drag and Drop to Excel 
Users can now export data from Microsoft Access to Microsoft Excel simply by 
dragging and dropping Access objects (tables, queries, etc.) from the database container 
lo Microsoft Excel 
Print Relationships Wizard 
Access now offers the ability lo print a visual diagram of the Relationships window, 
which makes it easier for users to see how the database is structured. 
Control Grouping 
This functionali ty allows users to group controls as a single unit to make fo rn1 design 
easier. 
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Compact on Close 
Automatically compresses a database when the file is closed if the reduction in disk 
space is significant. This ensures that Access datnbnscs l\re ns small as possible. Users 
can set the disk space reduction threshold. 
Data Access Pages 
This feature allows users to ex tend database applications to the corporate intranet by 
creating data-bound HTML pages quickly and easily. This will help users share 
information faster and more efficiently than ever. 
Grouped Data Access Pages 
This provides the abi lity to view and manage related information, such as sales by 
region and sales from a particular sales representative. The data appears in a collapsible 
hierarchical format when creating Data Access Pages. 
Data Access Pages Toolbox 
A toolbox is provided in the Data Access Page design environment for creating 
controls. Users can easi ly drag and drop each tool as needed. 
Field List 
The Field List enables users to easi ly add information to a Data Access Page view 
simply by dragging and dropping the field names from an easi ly accessible list. 
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Microsoft SQL Server Interoperability 
Microsoft Access 2000 supports OLE DB, allowing users to combine the ease of use of 
the Access interface with the scalability of back-end enterprise databases, such as 
Microsofl SQL Server. 
Microsoft Access Project 
The Access interface can create a new file type (.adp) that connects directly to the 
integrated store available in Office, SQL Server 6.5, or SQL Server 7.0. 
Microsoft Access Project Design Tools 
When working in a Microsoft Access Project file (.adp), new design tools allow users to 
easily create and manage server side objects including tables, views, stored procedures 
and database diagrams. 
Structured Query Lan2uage {SQL) 
SQL is a standard language for making interacti ve queries from and updating a 
database. Although SQL is both an ANSI and an ISO standard, many database products 
support SQL with proprietary extensions to standard language. Queries take the fo rn1 of 
a command language that lets us to select, insert, update, find out the location of data, 
and so forth . There is also a programming interface. 
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iv. Web page 
Hypertext Mark up Language (HTML) 
HTML is the set of markup symbols or codes inserted in a file intended for 
display on a World Wide Web browser page. The markup tells the Web browser how to 
display a Web page's words and images for the user. Each individual markup code is 
ref erred to as an element or tag. Some elements come in pairs that indicate when some 
display effect is to begin and when it is to end. 
HTML is a formal Recommendation by the World Wide Web Consortium and is 
generally adhered to by the major browsers, Microsoft's Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Navigator. The current version of HTML is HTML 4.0. 
Signi ficant features in HTML are sometimes described in general as dynamic 
HTML. HTML 5 is an ex tensible form of HTML called Extensible Hypertext Markup 
Language (XHTML). 
Dynamic HTML 
Dynamic HTML is a collective term for a combination of new Hypet1ext 
Markup Language (HTML) tags and options, that will let us to create Web pages more 
animated and more responsive to user interaction than previous versions of HTML. 
Simple examples of dynamic HTM L pages would include: 
• Having the color of a tex t heading change when a user passes a mouse over it 
• Allowing a user to "drag and drop" an image to another place on a Web page. 
Dynamic HTML can allow Web documents to look and act like desktop applications or 
multimedia productions. 
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Microsoft FrootPa2e 2000 
The Microsoft FrontPage 2000 Web site creation and manngcmcnt tool ~ives us 
everything to create and manage exactly the site that we want , ' hcthcr we are creating a 
personal Web page or a corporate Internet or intranct site. It works like.! Microsoft 
Office, so FrontPagc 2000 is easy to learn and use. 
The multiple view in FrontPage 2000 allow us to see all the files in the web, run 
reports to find slow pages and older files, set up site's navigational structure, and use 
Folders View to sec all the contents on the Web, then set up how the pages link to 
another in Navigation View. 
Benefits of Microsoft Front Page 2000: 
• Create exactly the site with Themes, Dynamic HTML, and enhanced color tools. 
• Author in the favorite environment with Better-Than-Notepad HTM L editing 
features. 
• Easi ly manage and update Internet or team intranct sites. 
• Save time using familiar Offi ce tools and Office integration features 
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Macromedia Dreamweaver MX. 6.0 
Dream weaver MX 6.0 has new features for every level of Web developer. lt 
adds more databases code support and server code libraries. This makes Drcnmweaver 
the only program developers will need to create high-pcrfonmmce, database-driven 
sites. 
New support for ASP.NET, PHP, and Coldfusion MX help Dreamweaver stay 
Well ahead of Microsoft FrontPagc, which never had database support as complete as 
UltraDev's. There is also the improved support for ASP and JSP development, as well 
as for editing and validating. 
Dreamweaver tries to solve the palette overload problem which is a workspace 
increasingly beset by tiny windows because too much must be on-screen 
simultaneously. It provides solution of grouping windows into one compact, tabbed 
Window and it is easier to use. There is the also addition of features that case the process 
Of designing pages accessible to those with visual, motor or other disabilities. 
So Drearnweaver continues to be the industry leader for professional designers 
and is still far away the best in its fi eld. 
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Adobe Photoshop 7 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 software is the professional image-editing standimi. that 
helps us to work more efficiently, explore new creative options, und produce the! highest 
quality images for print, the Web, and anywhere else. II supports creating exceptional 
imagery with easier access to file data, streamlined Web dc.:sign. faster. and 
professional-quality photo retouching. 
Microsoft Visual lnterDcv 6.0 
The Visual lnterDev scripting object model defines a set of objects with events, 
Properties, and methods that you can use within your Web application. Most script 
objects represent user interface, clements like buttons and text boxes, and function in a 
manner similar to controls in Microsoft Visual Basic. 
Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 is use to identify the features of Active Server 
Pages (ASP), create a server script and debug the server-side script, set permissions for 
a Web application, add a Data Source Name (DSN), a data connection and a data 
command to a project, and identify the advantages of using script objects. 
Visual lnterDev ships two versions of each script object: one that executes on 
the server in ASP for generic I lTML browsers, and another that executes on the client 
in Internet Explorer 4.0 and later. The programming model (events, methods, and 
Properties) is identical for both versions. When the ASP page is saved, the script object 
Code is persisted as a combination of standard HTM L and script 
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2.8.2 Technology Analysis 
Browser 
A browser is an application program that provides n way to look nt tUld internet 
With all the information on the World Wide Web. The word "browser" seems to have 
originated prior to the Web as a generic term for user interfaces that let you brO\ se 
(navigate through and read) text fi les online. 
By the first time Web browser with a graphical user interface was generally 
available (Mosaic in 1993 ), the tem1 seemed to apply to Web content too. Technically, a 
Web browser is a client program that uses the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to 
make a request of Web servers through the lnternet on behalf of the browser user. 
A commercial version of the original browser, Mosaic is in use. Many of the 
user interface features in Mosaic, however, went into the fi rst widely used browser, 
Netscape Navigator. Microson fo llows with its Microson Internet Explorer. 
Today, these two browsers are the only two browsers that the vast majority of 
Internet users are aware of. Although the online services, such as America Online, 
Originally had their own browsers, virtually all now offer the Netscape or Microsofl 
browser. 
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Application Service Provider/Active Server Page (ASP) 
An ASP is an HTML page that includes one or more scripts (smnll cmhcddcd 
programs) that are processed on a Microsoft Web server before the page is sent to the 
user. An ASP is somewhat similar to a server-side include or n common gateway 
interface (CGI) application in that all involve programs that run on the server. usually 
tailoring a page for the user. 
Typically, the script in the Web page at the serve uses input received as the 
result of the user's request for the page to access data from a database and then builds or 
customizes the page on the ny before sending it back to the requestor. 
ASP is a feature of the M icrosofl Internet Information Server (IlS), but, since 
the server-side script is just building a regular HTML page, it can be delivered to almost 
any browser. We can create an ASP file by including a script wri tten in VBScript or 
Jscript in an HTML fi le or using ActiveX Data Objects (ADOs) program statements in 
the HTML fi le. The HTML file named with the ··.asp" file suffix. Microsofl 
recommends the use of the server-side ASP rather than a cl ient-side script, where there 
ts actually a choice, because the server-side script will result in an easily displayable 
HTML page. Client-side scripts for example with JavaScript may not as intended on 
older browsers. 
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2.9 Conclusion 
All the information that has been reviewed and studied accord ing to the system 
requirement in this chapter is so useful and informative. All the methods that have been 
using like past year thesis analysis, questionnaire analysis and technical requirement 
analysis will build up a good and successful system. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.0 Methodology 
Methodology is one way or procedure that wi ll be using 10 develop a system, 
program or project. Main objective of the methodology is to make a ass1m1ption of how 
to develop the system successfully and giving the good way for the developer to explain 
briefly of how does the system functioning. 
Methodologies that will be using have to fulfill all the criteria of system 
development to build up the most excellence quality of the system. All the silly errors 
wi ll be detect earlier to prevent the bigger errors in the next coming phases. 
Furthermore, it also wi ll clearly state the definiti ons of all the phases in the project 
development and give the guidelines to the project management. 
The good methodology wi ll give a lot of advantages to the system development. 
Some advantages that can be reach with the good methodology implementation arc: 
• Give a standardize check up to the project developer so they wi ll not worry of 
their responsibility for the project. 
• Each phase will produce the highest quality of result in each phase development. 
• We will face no problem in checking the system for the next time when follow 
every procedure given. 
• The system quality wi ll be increased with the guideline provide in every phase. 
• Give the good explanation to discover the user requirement. 
• To give the best way for project planning and control. 
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The good methodology must has all the criteria's: 
1. Easy to use and understand by the analyzer and programmer 
2. Cover all the phases in the system development. 
3. Related with the application that will be develop. 
4. Quality of documentation 
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3 .1 Waterfall Model 
For this project, I chose Waterfall Model as the methodology. Bccnusc of the 
cascade from one phase to another, this model is kno' n as the ·watcrfoll f\ todet' . 
Waterfall Model takes the fundamental process activities of specification, 
development, validation and evolution and represents them as separate process phases 
such as requirements specification, sonwarc design, implementation, testing and so on. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3.0 below. 
Requirements Analysis 
System Design 
Program Design 
Coding 
Integration &Unit 
Testing 
System Testing 
Acceptance Testing 
Maintenance 
Fli::urc 3.0: Wntcrfnll Model 
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• Entails the gathering of all sorts of information that is related to the tit le o f the 
project. 
• With the info that has been gathered, ana lysis is undertaken to itknti fy important 
factors in order to develop the system. 
• In formation gathering step will be traced back if there is insufficient 
information. 
• The steps before the current step can be traced back if needed. 
• Afier designing the system, construction is the next step to be undertaken in 
order to test and debug the system. 
• The last stage is the implementation o f the system - each of the steps can be 
retraced during each stage if needed. 
• This methodology is chosen because: 
(i) To identify the structure of the system the logical flow can be 
referred easily. 
(ii) For repeatability each step can be repeated to ensure excitabi lity. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
T o ensure predictabili ty a llow estimation for the output. 
Involves user participation get to know more o f the system 
requi rements so that the perfect system can be produced. 
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3.2 Other software Process Models 
There arc many other software process models such as Wnt~rfoll Model nnd 
Prototyping Model, V Model, Prototyping Model, Operation Spcciftcntion Model, 
Transformation Model and Phased Development Model. 
These entire models have their own advm1tages and disadvantages. The process 
of the model defines the activi ti es of main process. Process also uses the resources that 
related with problems faced. All the processes have their own sub process. Activities of 
process have the input and output characteristics and they are applied in sequence. 
Process models are used to design the overall understanding of the whole 
project development. It can detect problems such as inconsistence, looping and 
omissions. Process models also can be used to get and assess the set of activities that are 
suitable in order to achieve processes target. It generates the common processes for 
certain situation where it been used. 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
4.0 System Analysis 
This section wi ll discuss about the requirements that nre required by the system 
such as the functional requirements, nonfunctional requirements, and software and 
hardware requirements. 
4. l Requirement Analysis 
-
R EQUIREMENTS ELIC ITATION DE FINITION AND 
REQUIREMENTS 
AND ANALYSIS SPESIFIC ATION 
Problem Problem Prototyping Do cu men ta ti on 
-. r. 1~ Analysis Description & ,~ & 
Testing Validations 
-
Figure 4.0: The process of determining requirements 
A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of something that the 
system is capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. It describes not only 
the now of info to and from the system but also constraints on the system's 
Pcrfom1uncc. 
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Requirement elicitation is an especially critical part of the process. A variety of 
techniques must been used to determine what the users and customers rcnlly wnrt. 
Requirements elicitation also enables to explain the requirements definition of the 
system. Requirements definiti on is a complete listing of everything the customer 
expects the proposed system to do. It represents an understanding between customer 
and developer of what the customer needs or wants and it usually written jointly with 
developer. 
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4.2 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system tmd its 
environment. Further, functional requirements describe how the system should behave 
given certain stimuli . Below is the functional requirement of the A ill ion Vi llage Resort 
Online System along with their module. 
I 
About 
Resort 
Figure 4.1: Structure Chart For the User Section 
FAQs 
User Section 
Services 
& 
Facilities 
Onl ine 
Reservation 
Fonn 
Confinnat ion 
Letter 
E-postcard 
Jlclp 
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Figure 4.2: Structure Chart For the Administrator Section 
Database 
Maintenance 
User 
Info. 
Reservation 
Record 
Administrator 
Section 
Login Admin 
Adm in 
Info. 
Backup 
Info. 
Payment 
Record 
Resort 
Info . 
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Avillion Village Resort Online System basically divided into 2 categories. 
which are User Module and Administrator Module. Both arc web-based upplicution 
modules. This module has divided to a few sub-modules with their own fi.mctions. The 
functions are including: 
User Module 
1. Resort Info. Module 
Users wi ll have an opportuni ty to explore the whole website to find out the 
specialty of the resort. The latest news with the special offer of the resort for promotion 
Will also included in this module. This module will attract users to make the further 
step, which are making a reservation. 
2. Services & Facilities Module 
This module offer users the information of all the services provide by the resort 
and to search for the room facil ities reservation service which arc users all around the 
world will be able to make a reservation for the room or other services of the resort 
Online all over the place anytime. This module has two sub-categories, which arc: 
• Guarantee module 
After the user has made a verification to reserve the room then they wi ll be 
asking for their credit card number as a guarantee reserve. User also is allowed to pay 
deposit cash. Then the confirmati on module will take the next step of the process. 
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• Confirmation module 
After reservation has been made, user will receive H clnrification of confinnnt ion 
(confirmation letter). This confirmation letter can be print out ns n verification that 
reservation has been made that allows user to check in ut the resort . This confimmtion' 
clarification also will be keep by the administrators for hotel record. 
3. E-postcard Module 
This module allows visitors or resort guests to send an electronic postcard that 
contains information and images of the resort to whoever they intend to send to. This 
will attract more people to come and visit the website or the resort itself. 
4. FAQs Module 
The FAQs module will have a list of frequently asked questions about the 
resort such: 
1. Where is the resort located? 
11. What are the facilities provided by the resort? 
111. How to get there? 
5. Help Module 
The Help module will consists of instructions on how to use the web facilities 
including detail directions and defi ni tions on using the reservation and payment fom1s. 
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Administrator Module 
1. Login Admin Module 
The Login Admin Module is needed to verify nn nuthoriz.ation person to access 
into the Administrator Section. This section uses an encryption technique as a security 
system to avoid unauthorized personnel from accessing this section. 
2. Database Maintenance Module 
This module consists a database that keeps data of users, administrators and 
resort info . All the data in th is database are protected and confidential to ensure the 
security of the users, administrators and resort. The database contains a Reservation and 
Payment Record as a reference of the guests. This database acts as the information 
storage for guests, so that further steps can be taken to proceed wi th the reservation. 
3. Backup Info. Module 
This module acts as a backup to the database to avoid loss of data in case of 
disaster occurs. This backup infom1ation storage wi ll be place at any other server. 
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4.3 Nonfunctional Requirements 
Nonfunctional requirement or constraint describes a rcstric1ion on the system 
that limits our choices for constructing a solution to the problem. 
(i) Reliability 
It is if the application systems/wand h/w do not cause failure while it 's 
using. 
(ii) Usability 
Shall be easy to be used. 
(iii) User-friendly 
Easy of usage, apply better visual effect interface. 
(iv) Security 
Be able to prevent unauthorized users. 
(v) Respond time 
The shorter respond time and loading time is good. 
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4.4 Hardware Requirements (minimum requirements) 
4.4.1 Developing the system 
I. Intel Pentium 266Mhz processor 
11. 10 Gigabytes hard disk 
Ill. 128 Mb RAM 
IV. 1.44 Floppy disk 
V. CD-RW drive 
vi . Monitor 
vii. Keyboard and mouse 
viii. Printer 
IX . Scanner 
4.4.2 User 
I. Pent ium l 33Mhz 
11 . 2 Gigabytes hard disk 
iii. 32 Mb RAM 
IV. Monitor 
V. Keyboard and mouse 
vi. Printer 
vii . Network connection modem 
The hardware requirements diITer from cuch other due to various functional. The 
development requires higher perfonnancc hurdware thn11 user hurdware requirements. 
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4.5 Software Requirements 
4.5. l Developing the system 
i. Microsoft. Windows 2000 Professional (platform) 
ii. Microsoft Internet In formation Service (IIS) 6.0 (web sen 1cr) 
iii. Microsoft Access 2000 (database) 
iv. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) (web page) 
v. Dynamic Markup Language (DHTML) (web page) 
vi. Microsoft FrontPagc 2000 (web page) 
vii. Macromedia Dreamweaver 6.0 (web page) 
viii. Adobe Photoshop 7 (web Page) 
ix. Java Scripting (web page) 
x. Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 (ASP Editor) 
xi. Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 ( IE) (browser) 
4.5.2 User 
1. Microsoft 9x/Me/2000/XP 
11. Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) (browser) 
Software requirements arc different for each usage. Mainly the sofhvurc for the 
development of the system is used for developing system and software rcquiren1cnts for 
user urc for browsing und dutu ent ry. 
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4.6 Software Analysis 
According to the comparison of the constraints nnd advnntngcs of the web 
development tools and programming language in Chnptcr 2, Literature Re\'lt'w for 
Software and Technology Analysis, it is decided to choose ASP technology and Java 
Script as main server-side scripting language for this proj ect. The approach choice is 
due to the fac t that it is simple to implement and no extra addition software requirement 
needed besides Windows 2000 Professional and HS 6.0. On client-side scripting, 
HTML and DHTML are used in order to support the web browser. 
Analysis was done on different web servers and this project will use Microsoft 
internet Information Services (llS) 6.0 as the web server. This is because this web 
server has its own scalability, robustness and support for ASP. Used also Microsoft 
Windows 2000 Professional operating system and Microsoft Access database 
management system. 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev is selected as an ASP edit ing tool. This is because it 
is user friendly and easy to use. As for web testing, Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 is 
used to test the web site, as it is the only browser that displays error messages when 
ASP scripting generated errors. 
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4. 7 Conclusion 
System analysis phase involved details' definition of all nspccts in the system. 
There are 3 requirements de fin itions, which arc functional requirement$ such as user 
module and administrator module, non-functional requirement such as user- friend ly 
interface, usabi lity, security and reliability, and the last one is technical requirements 
and development tools such as ASP programming, Macromedia Drearnweaver and 
Adobe Photoshop as web tools and graphic editor. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.0 System Design 
System design is the process of describing, organizing and structuring the 
components of a system at both the architectural level and a detailed that wi ll allow the 
construction of the purposed system. The important idea is that design describes, 
organizes and structures with a focus toward the construction of a new system. 
System design is one of the phases in the system development where requirements 
for the system are translated into the system characteristics. There are three stages in the 
design process, which are architecture design, user interface design and database design. 
5.1 System Structuring Design 
Web Server & 
Database 
Avillion Village Resort Online 
System 
Fi~urc S.0: Overview of system nrchltccture 
User's 
Desktop 
Admin's 
Desktop 
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5.2 Architecture Design 
Architecture design is important in identifies the subsystem thnt make up tht! 
system and their relationship. Each subsystem has its own function but it mny relate with 
other sub-system to form a larger system that consists of two main sections. which are 
User Section and Administrator Section. 
User Section 
Avillion Village Resort Online 
System 
Administrator 
Section 
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5.2. l System Structure 
System structure will be form with the number of sub-system which every sub-
system is a independent unit and can communicates with every singk sub-system that 
exist in the system. 
The system distribution into these sub-systems is the most important phase. 
Structure in the form of chart has been used to describe the structure more specific. 
Avillion Village Resort Online System consists of two important modules, which 
are the User Module and Administrator Module. Below is the content of the modules: 
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I 
About 
Resort 
Figure 5.1: Structure Chart For the User Section 
FAQs 
User Section 
Services 
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Facilities 
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Reservation 
Form 
Confi rmation 
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E-postcard 
Help 
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Figure 5.2: Structure Chart For the Administrator Section 
Database 
Maintenance 
User 
Info . 
Reservation 
Record 
Administrator 
Section 
Login Admin 
Adm in 
In fo. 
Backup 
Info. 
Payment 
Record 
Resort 
In fo. 
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5 .3 Process Design 
There are several design methodologies for the process design. Avill ion Web-
based System is designed based on the data flow oriented-design method or stmctured 
design. Data now oriented-design has its origins in earlier design concepts that stressed 
on modularity, top-down design and structures programming. 
5.3. l Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a graphically characterization of data processes and 
flows in a system. DFD use a number of symbols to represent systems. DFD depicts the 
J>ossible overview of system inputs, processes and outputs, which corresponded to data 
rnovement through the system. DFD consists of model system components, which are the 
8Ystem processes, the data that used by these processes, any external entities that interact 
With the system, and the infomiation flows in the system. 
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A process model is depicted in the flow chart and data flow model. In the DFD. 
functional transformations process their input and produce outputs. As dnta flows from 
one numbered process to another, it is transformed as it moves. It uses onl~' four symbols 
as fo llow: 
D Entity ~ Process 
Data store ---~111-~ Data flow 
Figure 5.3: Data Flow Diagram Model Symbols 
S.J.t. 1 Context Diagram 
Context Diagram in Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a overall impression of the 
system flows which it is only represent the simple input, output and process of the 
system. Figure 5.4 below is shown the context diagram for Avillion Web-based 
system: 
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Figure 5.4:Context Diagram for Avillion Village Resort Online System 
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S.3.1.2 Level 0 D FD 
This is a more complex path and more process o f diagram compare tc th~ context 
diagram. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show the more detail data now o f the system: 
Figure 5.S:Level 0 of Avillion Village Resort Online System for User section 
[Um Web page for t--- User section 
Request 
SQL stnng 
Reply 
Avtllion Village 
Resort Database 
Figure 5.6:Level 0 of Avillion Village Resort Online System for Administrator 
Administrator 
Web page for 
Admwstrator 
section 
t--- ~~~~ 
scc11on 
Request 
SQL string 
Reply 
Avilhon Village 
Resort Database 
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User 
5.3.1.3 Level One DFD for User (Figure 5.7) 
Resort Info Request 
Service & F acilibes 
Re uest 
Reservation Request 
V1ew!E<ht/Erase Data 
Re uest 
View Final Reservallon 
Re uest 
Pnvilege Status 
Re uest 
E-postcard Request 
Resort 
Info 
SQL strinB 
Services 
Info 
Fonn 
Request 
Fonn 
Edit 
Ftnal 
Info 
Tenn & 
Pohcy 
ID status 
lt m 
Info 
Tab_Resort 
Tab_Resort 
Services 
Tab_UserReserve 
Tab_UserPayment 
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S.3.1.4 Level Two DFD for User 
After the entire brief path in the Level One DFD in the figure 5.7. there m-c some 
node diagrams that have similar function for each of them. One of the ~xnmpks of node 
diagram is shown below: 
Figure 5.8: Node diagram for Resort Info. Request 
Tab_resort 
User 
Resort Info. Request SQL Sfnn8 request 
result 
Resort Info 
Figure 5.9: Node diagram for E-postcard Request 
E· ostcard User Tab _Re1ortP1c Request 
E·postcard 
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Figure 5.10: Node Diagram for Resort Notice Board Info Request 
User Infonnation 
Request 
Resort Info SQL Query Stnng 
Request 
Resort Special 
Info Request 
FAQs Request 
tab_FAQs 
FAQs 
Help Request 
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Figure 5.11 :Level One DFD for Administrator Registration nnd Login 
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Fi ure 5.12: Level Two DFD Administrator 
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Below is one of a few node diagrams for Administration of A vi Ilion Wcb-bnscd 
System. The enti re nodes d iagram consists the same structure as shown as the two node 
diagram below. 
Figure 5. 13: Node diagram for Ad ministration of A\1illion Village Resort 
Online System 
Add N ew User 
View User Info 
New User Info 
View User 
Info User Tab_User 
Delete User 
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Delete User 
Info 
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Adrnin. 
Figure 5.14: Node diagram for Management of Reservation for A\'illion 
Village Resort Online System 
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5 .4 Database Design 
Database and database management systems are important components of u 
modem information system. Database provides a common repository for dntn so that it 
can be shared among many organizational units and locations. 
Database management systems provide programmers, designers and end-users 
With sophisticated capabilities to store, retrieve and manage data. Sharing and managing 
the amounts of data needed by a modem organization would simply not be possible 
Without a database management system 
Avillion Web-based System is a web site that provides the reservation online 
service and guarantee reservation that involved of the credit card number usage. This 
system requires the database to keep all the data that is important for the resort 
management. Examples of the data arc administrator profil e, user profile, resort 
infom1ation and so forth. Below arc few tables that may needed to keep data of Avillion 
Web-based System. 
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5.4.1 Entity-Relationship Diagram 
The product of the database design process which aims to ident ify and organize 
the required data logically and physically. A data model says whnt infonnntion is to be 
contained in a database, how the infonnation will be used, and how the items in the 
database will be related to each other. 
For example, a data model might specify that a customer name and credit card 
number and a product as a product code and price represent a customer, and that there is a 
one-to-many relation between a customer and a product. 
It can be difficult to change a database layout once code has been written and data 
inserted. A well thought-out data model reduces the need for such changes. Data 
rnodcling enhances application maintainability and fu ture systems may re-use parts of 
existing models, which should lower development costs. 
One of the most widely used methods for developing data models is the entity-
relationship model. Entity-relationship diagrams can be used to represent a model. 
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Figure 5.15: ER Diagram for Avillion Village Resort Online System 
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5.4.2 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary is an important component in DBMS. It keeps m~tadnta. which is 
description of the data in the database. Data dictionary also kno' n ns a cntalog or 
reference data ad it can be access by the user. 
The database structure for all relations in Avillion Resort Online System database are 
listed as follows: 
Table 5.0 Administrator Profile 
Table: Tab Admin 
Description: Administrators Information 
-
Field Name 
--
Data Type Length Description 
_!!}Admin (primary key) Integer 5 Admin identification 
Admin. Usemame 
--
Varchar 20 Login Usemame 
~dmin. Password Varchar 15 Identification password 
Admin. Fullnamc 
-
Varchar 20 Name 
Sex Varchar 10 Sex 
-~dmin . Age Integer 1000 Age 
~min . Address Integer 100 Address 
~dmin . City Integer 20 City 
~dmin. Country Integer 20 Country 
~min. Postcode Integer 5 Postcode 
~min. PhoncNumberl Integer 15 PhoneNumber I 
~min. PhoneNumber2 Integer 15 PhoneNumber2 
~min. E-mail Integer 15 E-mail Address 
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Table 5.1 User Profile 
Table: Tab User 
Description: User In formation 
Field Name Data Type Length -Ocsrription 
lDUser (Primary Key) Integer 5 User Ident ification 
RreQuently Integer 3 User Frequently 
1.Jser Fullname Varchar 20 Name 
Sex Varchar 10 Sex 
~ge Integer 10 Age 
!Address Integer 100 Address 
9ty Integer 20 City 
State Lnteger 20 State 
Postcode Integer 5 Postcode 
Jelephone l Integer 20 Telephone Number 
.!eleohone2 Integer 20 Telephone Number 
E-mail Integer 20 E-mail Address 
'fable 5.2 Resor t Info. 
Table: Tab Resort 
Description: Resort lnfom1ation 
Field Name Data T e Len th Descri tion 
Info Prima lntc 1er 4 Info Identification 
Varchar 1000 Resort Information 
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Table 5.3 Services Info. 
Table: Tab ResortService 
Description: Resort Services Information 
Len th Dcscri Jtion 
5 Service ldcnti fication 
5 
5 
5 
100 
lnte er 3 
Inte er 5 Room Price 
Table 5.4 User Reservation 
Table: Tab UserReserve 
Description: User reservation 
Field Name Data T c Len th Dcscri tion 
lDUser Prim lnte er 5 User Identification 
ID Room Inte er 5 Room T e 
lnte er 3 Number Of Room 
5 Paeka c T e 
10 Check In Date 
10 Check Out Date 
1000 Number of ,ucst 
reditCardT e Varchar 10 Credit Card T c 
10 Card Number 
10 Card Ex i 
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Table 5.5 User Confirmation 
Table: Tab_UserPayment 
Description: Confirmation of Reservation 
Field Name Data Type 
IDUscr (Primary Key) Integer 
!DRoom Integer 
~umOfRoom Integer 
IDPackage Integer 
~hecklnDate lnteger 
.QheckOutDatc Integer 
~umOfGuest Integer 
~reditCardType Varchar 
,... 
~ardNumber lnteger 
CardExpiryDate Integer 
BeservationStatus Varchar 
Table 5.6 User Privilege Status 
Table: Tab_PrivilegcStatus 
Description: User Privi lege Status 
ield Name Data T 
ID Room Prima 
lntc 1cr 
Inte er 
'fable 5.7 Resort E-Postcard 
Table: Tab ResortPic 
c 
Description: Resort Postcard Collection 
Lcncth 
5 
5 
3 
5 
10 
10 
1000 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Len 'th 
5 
3 
5 
Field Name _ _.Dntn Type __ Length _ 
IDPic Prima Kc,>1 _ lntc~cr 4 
Description 
User Identification 
Room Type 
Number Of Room 
Package Type 
Check In Date 
Check Out Date 
Number of guest 
Credit Card Type 
Card Number 
Card Expiry Date 
Reservation Status 
Descri tion 
Room T e 
Room Price 
Ocscri tlon 
Pict urc Identification 
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Table: Tab_FAQ 
Description: FAQ lnfonnation 
r--~~~~-"---''-'-~~-
Table 5.9 Help 
Table: Tab_Help 
Description: Help Guidelines 
Data T e 
lntc er 
V arch a r 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Len 
4 
10 
10 
Len th 
4 
1000 
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5.5 Interface Design 
5.5.1 User Interface 
Follows arc the sample of the interface that will be developed for this proj ect. 
A viii ion Village Resort Online System 
There arc seven columns provided by the website which arc Experience The 
Resort , Services & Facilities, Avi ll ions' Spcciul, Reservations, E-postcard, FAQs, Help, 
and so on. 
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Experience The Resort column wi ll serves the information of the A ill ion Vi llage 
Resort generally. This will include the resort details, maps, the specialty o f the resort. nnd 
together with the beautiful images of the A vi Ilion Vi llage Resort. 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
--
--- ·-
A villi on Village Resort Online System 
Experience The Resort 
Services & Facilities 
Avillions' Special 
Reservations 
E-postcard 
FAQs 
Help 
E-mail Us 
[Back] [Next] 
Experience The Resort 
[Home] 
• About the resort 
• Maps 
• The specialty 
• Nice view 
[Bnck to Top) 
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The Services & Facilities Column is provided to inform the users of all the 
services and facilities offer by the resort. This wi II include the transport ~crviccs. meeting. 
room, and so on. The faci lities of the resort will include the resort :md rooms facilities. 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
Avillion Village Resort Online System 
Experience T he Resor t 
Services & Facilities 
A villions' S pecial 
Reservations 
E-postcard 
FAQ s 
Help 
E-mail Us 
[Back] [Next] 
Services & Facilities 
[Home] 
• Rooms Rates Reserve Now!! 
• Privilege Status! ! 
• Restau rant 
• Recreations 
• Transport Services 
• Conference & Banquet Facilities 
• La undry 
[Buck to Top] 
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The Avillions' Special Column in this system provides the users with the latest 
news of the resort. This will include any special occasion like Tom Yum' Day nt the 
restaurant or any special rates for the rooms. 
A viii ion Village Resort O nline System 
[Back) [Next] 
I Experience The Resort 
Avillions' Special 
[ Services & Facilities [Home) 
[ A villion s' Special 
[ Reservations • Latest News . 
• Special Seasons [ E-postcard • Special Rates 
[ FAQs 
[ Help 
[ E-mail Us 
I Back to Top i 
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The Reservation Form column for this system will provide users the room rates 
and how to reserve them. Users arc allowed to edit their details before making the 
confirmation. Then, users also will be provided along with the gunrnnccc reservation form 
to confinn their reservation. 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
--
A villi on Village Resort Online System 
Experience The Resort 
Services & Facilities 
Avillions' Special 
Reservations 
E-postcard 
FAQs 
llelp 
E-mail Us 
[Back] [Next] 
Reservation Form 
[Home] 
Room Rates & Reservation Form 
Ed it Fom1 
View r onn 
Pri ntable Gunrantcc Letter 
[Back to Top) 
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If the users have any confusion according to the resort, they will ah ays be able to 
refer to the FAQs column and if they having a problem with the website they will nlwnys 
be able to refer to the Help column. Also they are welcome to send an e-mail to the 
resort' administration department for any inqui res or commend. 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
--
A villi on Village Resort Online System 
Experience The Resort 
Services & Facilities 
Avillions' Special 
Reservations 
E-pos tcard 
FAQ s 
Help 
E-mail Us 
[Back] 
Any inquires or commend, 
Please contact us 
admin@i.nvillion.com 
[Back to Top) 
[Next] 
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5.5.2 Administrator Interface 
After login with the correct user JD and password, the resort ndmini~tmtors will 
be able to access resort database and view the record according to their authorized level. 
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5.6 Conclusion 
Process design, database design and interface design arc the llll)St 1mpMt.1n1 
method to contribute for the success of Avillion Village Resort Online ~h st cm . l'hL'St' :m: 
... . 
three basic interfaces for detenrnning more comp le:-. mtl!rface or the s~ Stt' m th:ll I h:n c to 
develop soon. 
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Chapter 6: System Testing 
6.0 Testing 
Testing is a critical step in assuring the quality of the developed system and is 
representing the overall review of specification, design, and coding. Testing is performed 
to ensure that the programs arc executed correctly. Testing is necessary to ensure that the 
final system delivered is in line with the user's requirements and expectations. 
Jn general , the Avillion Village Online System underwent 3 general stages of 
testing which arc component testing, integration testing and the user testing. 
6.1 Testing Techniques 
There arc few testing techniques applied in the testing stage of the system. The 
techniques used are white box testing, and black box testing. 
6.1. l White box testing 
White box testing is a test that involved directly with the structure of the code 
within a module or code segment. The test should adequately cover nil the code in a 
given module, but this is hard to accomplish. Code coverage is define in terms of seven 
t}'pcs: 
o Segment coverage; 
o Branch coverage or node testing; 
CJ Compound condition coverage: 
u Dnsis pnth testing; 
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o Data flow testing; 
u Path testing; and 
..J Loop tcsti ng 
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6.1.2 Black Box Testing 
In addition to white box testing there is also black box testing. Blnck box testing 
assuming that the logic structure of the code is unknown. This is the point at which the 
funct ion of a module is tested. There arc several tests can mndc at this point: 
o Error guessing; 
o Equivalent class partitioning; 
o Boundary value analysis; 
o Cause-and-Effect graphing; 
o Domain testing; 
o Module interface testing; and 
o Command-line testing 
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6.2 Testing Strategies 
Testing a large system usually involving several stages. The stages urc unit 
testing, integration testing, and system testing. 
6.2. l Uni t Testing 
Unit testing is a set of basic tests at the module level. Each module is treated as a 
independent component and is tested individually to ensure the component operate well 
and in an expected operations. The unit testing involving: 
o Testing the interfaces to ensure information flows properly into and out of 
each program unit; 
o Testing boundary conditions to ensures each component 1s operating 
correctly at the boundary values; 
a Ensure all independent paths in a control stmcturc arc tested at least once; 
and 
o Testing all error handling paths 
6.2.2 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is one of the frustrating parts of sofl ware development and 
testing. Purpose of integration testing is to adequately test whether or not the system 
actually nms as one program as expected. Incremental integration testing approach is 
Used in testing the system. By using this approach, the program is constmcted and tested 
In small segments where error is easier to isolntc and corrected. 
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6.2.3 System Testing 
System testing is actually a series of different test designed to full )! l!xercise the 
system to uncover its limitations and measure its capabi lities. The objective is to test a,,. 
integrated system and verify that it meets specified requirements. 
6.2.4 Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance testing is the stage where the system is being testing is approved to 
proceed to the next stage. The system is performed and running well and can be used 
safely and easily by the user. 
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Figure · . 6 0 Testing Stages 
Unit Testing 
Module Testing 
c:: Sub-system 
Testing 
System Testing 
c:: Acceptance 
Testing 
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Chapter 7: System Evaluation 
This chapter will review the strengths and limitations of the system ns well as the 
problems encountered and their solutions. 
7.0 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
There are many problems encountered at the beginning, during, and as well as after the 
delivery of the system. 
7.1.1 Difficulties In Determining The Appropriate Development Tools 
There arc many development tools that arc available in the market, especially the fourth 
Programming language, like Visual Basic, Java, and C++. Choosing a suitable tool is a 
Critical process as all tools avai lable have their strengths and weaknesses. 
Besides, the availability of a technology, hardware and supporting software to support , its 
learning curve, compatibi lity with the existence operating system and technologies. A 
&reat deal of reading and research from many sources, like books and Internet regarding 
the problems helped to solve the problem, and choose the suitable tools. 
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7.1.2 Difficulties In Determining The Scope Of The Project 
Due to the interdependence nature of reservation systems and inexperience in 
developing the similar systems related to the resort fields, made outlining the scqpc of tl)e 
project difficult. The inability to distinguish which of the system features nrc essential. or 
optional has made defining the project scope complicated. In order to define the project 
scope, discussions with project supervisor and advices from my friend, En. Mohd Khairi 
Lamsah. 
7.1.3 Difficulties In Information Gathering 
Gathering information is one of the most important phases of the project. 
Problems are arising when dealing with the resort reservation requirements, as most of 
the users and resort manager reluctant to disclose the information because the information 
required is considered as Private and Confidential. This has made useful data gathering 
techniques such as interviewing and observation impossible. 
Therefore, in order to gather the needed information, other method of acquisition 
infom1ation required, such as informal interview wi th the users, research papers, Internet, 
and books. 
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7.1.4 Difficulties 1n Defining System Requirements 
The difficulties in finding information have led to difficulties in defining the 
requirements for the system. Unlike some other systems where ei ther the domn.in experts 
or requirements can be found easily from the basic sources, such as lntcmct, and plenty 
of real life workable systems available, such as on line shopping. System requirements of 
the project are following the information gathered from the users from several resorts and 
hotels and also from the Avillion Village Resort stafTs with formal and informal 
interviews. 
7. l .5 Difficulties In Defining The Flow Logic Of The System 
The system is only based on the information gathered from interviews with the 
users; as a result, the flow logic of the system is very hard to define. The system is only 
following the now logic based on my understanding of the resort system requirements 
and the important of ease of use. 
7.2 System Strengths 
7.2. l Targeted for Popular Windows Platform 
Avillion Village Resort Online Systern is targeted on the Microsoft Windows 
Platfom1, which is the most popular and common operating system in the business 
environment today. Most of the computers in the banks arc installed with Windows 
Platfom1, therefore no incompatihility problems arisen. 
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7.2.2 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The design of the interface of the system is based on grnphicnl user interface 
(GUT). It is designed to be as user-friendly and attractive ns the system can with the 
available technologies in market. Therefore, the system is relatively cnsy to learn and use. 
Besides, it also can be used to attract more people to visit the resort . 
7.2.3 Consistent User Interface 
The user interfaces maintains its consistency throughout the system. The choice of 
icons, text fonnatt ing and color are standardized across all sections. 
7.2.4 Search Existing Guest 
The system wi ll automatically check for existing guest when the user input the 
guest profile, such as Identification Card number. This feature will eliminate any 
duplicate entry and mistakes from the user. 
7.2.5 Good Security Features 
Different level of users is created for different level of pem1issions on the system. 
The user needs to have the right password and login name to grant access to the system .. 
Besides, all the passwords arc encrypted with special algorithm to ensure system safe and 
block any unauthorized users to access the system. 
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7.2.6 Reliable And Ensure Data Integrity 
The programming of the system using transaction features to cnnblc the ability 
of rollback when the system encounters any errors that hnve possibility to violate data 
integrity. This is implemented to ensure no lost updates or lost links occmTed in the 
database. 
7.3 System Limitations 
Although the system implemented to adapt many different environments, the 
system still has several limitations. 
7.3. 1 Not Platform Independent 
This system is bui lt with Macromedia Dreamweaver 6.0 and Application 
Service Provider (ASP) and using Microsoft Access as backend. As a result, this system 
needs to be install and run on Windows platfonn. Customization needs to be <lone if the 
user needs to change the database management system (DBMS) from Microsoft Access 
to Oracle or other DBMS. 
7.3.2 Lack of Functional Modules 
Current ly, the functionality provided by the system is still very limited, and no 
fu lly support the fast growing of the business environment. Functions such as real 
Decision Support System is still under rcscurch and not included in the system. due to 
less infonnation gothcrcd, and nhscncc of domnin experts. 
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7.4 Future Enhancement 
The system is still under continuous developing as this system is built under 
incremental model. New updates and upgrades will be integrated in the system from 
time to time. 
7.4.0 Decision Support System 
Decision Support System (DSS) will be integrated into the system as soon as 
possible because this feature is very useful and suitable to be one of the competitive 
weapons in the competitive market now. This feature will provide fast approval system 
for the use of the administrators to approve the reservation without any interrupt from 
resort front desk administrator. As a result, the reservation procedures will definitely 
faster and more reliable. 
7.4.1 Integration To Other Existing Reservation System 
The usefulness of un isolated or independent system is very limited. This is 
because the important and increasing of functionality of the system is depending of the 
level of interdependency. The output of the sub-systems wi ll be automatically flow into 
the system without the interruption from human wi ll definitely save costs in labor, and 
save a lot of time. 
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8.0 Conclusion 
Valuable skills, expenences, and knowledge have been gained in n great 
"amount" throughout the development of the system, including skills in programming 
languages, database management, networking, concurrency access. system analysis and 
design, and information gathering. 
Overall, the project has achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirements of 
the Avillion Village Resort Online System as determined during the system analysis 
phase. It is reliable, attractive and ease of use. 
Finally, the project has "open" a path for individual who is creative and 
innovative to continue the never-end developing of the system to fulfill the future users 
need. The enhancing of the system will be more robust to errors, reliability, ease of use, 
and new features to speed-up the Joan approval procedures. 
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Appendix 
Survey Questions: 
1. Do you know about E-Hotel? 
Yes 
No 
2. Have you ever used the E-Hotel service? 
Yes 
No 
3. Do you think you need E-Hotel services for your vacation plan? 
Yes 
No 
4. What kind of information you need most in an E-Hotcl website? 
Room Rate 
Hotel Facilities 
Promotions 
Food 
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5. If there's a promotion going on for using the on line booking sen i l'C~ thn)ugh an 
E- I lotel services, would you join? 
Yes 
No 
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Documentation for Avillion Village Resort Online System 
This system is built to attract more users to stay in this resort by surfing the web pages, 
doing online reservation to reserve the room and also to help the administrators to 
manage the guests and resort' information. The system is divided into 2 main sections, 
which are guest section, and administrators' section. The system encompasses of 5 main 
functions at both section: 
l) View record 
2) Search record 
3) Delete record 
4) Insert record 
5) Save records 
User Section 
At the main page, the user can view the overview of the resort. The main page also 
provides some of the navigation button as the access to the next page of the system. 
Figure I. I below shows the main page of the system. Un
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Figure l.1: Main page of the system 
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The main page will lead the users to the next step of surfing the system. By clicking the 
accommodation navigation button, the user can view the room pictures along with their 
room rates. 
Figure 1.2 below show the accommodation interface. Un
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Figure 1.2: Accommodation Interface 
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There are also a few interfaces for user to view and gain information about the resort such 
as services and facilities interface, Avillion special interface which is promote the 
latest packages offer by the resort, and also the e-mail us interface which is provide the 
e-mai l address for user to ask any problems about the resort. 
Then, the user can make a reservation by fill ing the reservation form provided. User will 
have a confirmation letter that asks them to pay on the time they nrrive to the resort. 
Below is the figure 1.3 that shows the reservation form. 
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Figure 1.3: Reservation form 
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Below is figure 1.4 that shows the confinnation letter received by the user after doing 
online reservation. 
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Figure 1.4:Confirmation letter 
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Administrator Section 
To enter the administrator section, administrator has to log in according to their 
username and password. The correct username and password can access the ndministrntor 
menu. 
Figure 1.5: Login Interface 
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Below is the Figure 1.6 that show interface after successful login. Un
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Figure 1.6: Successful Login 
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Administrator can view and manage the information by clicking the navigation button in 
this interface such as viewing admin. Info, user info, and resort info. 
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Figure 1.7: Admin Info 
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Figure l.8: User Info 
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After all the management tasks are done, the administrator can log out throu~h the logout 
interface. 
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